
LEST FAITH TURN
Production Breakdown & Expectations

Before auditioning for Lest Faith Turn, it is important to know and understand the process of
immersive theatre, as well as what will be required of you, if cast.

Lest Faith Turn is an immersive theatre experience adapted from William Shakespeare’s Romeo
& Juliet– one that will combine original source material and plot with new, original story content.  This
means that there is no fourth wall to separate you from the audience, no backstage to wait for cues, and no
green room to take breaks. The entire show happens in and around a three-story home, rather than a
traditional stage. As a piece of immersive, devised theatre, Lest Faith Turn works by each character
having their own individual track to follow (rather than every actor sharing the same script). These tracks
show what actors are doing when (as well as where in the space), which scenes are going to be “scripted”
(taken completely from the source material), which will be devised (original content by the cast), and
where they need to ‘go next’. This provides opportunity for multiple scenes to be going on at once, in
multiple areas in/around the space. This also means that every character will be performing and “on
stage” the entire time. Tracks serve as the blueprint for how the production will be created. The show
runs with the audience all around you, as close or as far as they wish. We intend for them to feel
completely immersed in the world of the show, and are welcome/encouraged to interact with (but not
necessarily touch) their surroundings/the characters. Cast members will be expected to interact with these
audience members in a variety of ways whether that be vocally, physically, or be in close proximity with.
Due to this element of audience interaction, each performance will be very different, and thus require a
certain level of improvisational skills. Please be aware before auditioning that being comfortable
with audience interaction is an absolute necessity!

The rehearsal process of Lest Faith Turn will be extremely different from that of a
traditional play. The majority of the project will be devised by the cast through exploration of text and
character, writing, movement, etc. The cast’s involvement will be crucial to the creative process, and will
work together as an ensemble to develop the final product. Please be aware that this level of devising
involves individual work outside of rehearsal, and is a big time commitment, in-of-itself. Playwriting
“experience” is NOT required for Lest Faith Turn, but being open and willing to contribute to the
devising process IS!

Prior to submitting an audition tape, we strongly recommend that you read and become familiar
with the original source material of Romeo & Juliet. If you have any questions about the process of Lest
Faith Turn and/or what it will entail, please do not hesitate to email
shoestringtheatreomaha@gmail.com!

**It is likely that cast members will often be in close proximity to one-another for movement
sequences/intimacy as (devised or scripted) by tracks. We will be following intimacy staging practices, but if
you are not comfortable with choreographed intimacy, please note so on your audition contact.
We will also be following CDC guidelines in regards to the rehearsal process/performances. As it stands,
neither cast nor audience members will be required to wear face-coverings.**
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